The results of electron-nuclear double resonance and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies on the hydrogen peroxide compound of yeast cytochrome c peroxidase are inconsistent with previous proposals for the source of the EPR signal in this compound, in particular with its identification with an aromatic amino acid radical such as would arise by oxidation of a tryptophanyl side chain. The present observations lead us to propose that the EPR signal is associated with a cluster containing at least one methionine and in which proximate side chains share the charge created by loss of one electron.
Yeast cytochrome c peroxidase reacts with hydrogen peroxide to produce an enzymatically active compound that has been oxidized two equivalents above the ferriheme resting state (1) (2) (3) (4) ; this compound has been called ES by Yonetani (2) . ES is at the same level of oxidation as compound I of horseradish peroxidase and of catalase (5) but is quite unlike them in several respects. It is remarkably stable (4); optical spectra (2), M6ss-bauer spectra (6) , and static susceptibility measurements (7) indicate that it contains an S = 1, Fe(IV) heme and a species with S = 1/2; it exhibits an intense electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal (8, 9) .
The source of the EPR signal has been a matter of substantial interest for well over a decade. The first suggestion was that one of the two oxidizing equivalents in ES exists as a stable free radical of an aromatic amino acid (8) . In support of this concept, the amino acid composition of ES decay products can be interpreted as implicating tryptophan or tyrosine (10) , and recent x-ray diffraction studies have demonstrated the presence of a tryptophan adjacent to the heme (11) . Another early suggestion was that ES contained a heme-bound peroxy radical (12) .
We here report EPR and electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) (13, 14) measurements of ES. The results appear to exclude any of the previous suggestions for the source of the ES EPR signal. Instead, we propose that the EPR signal is sulfurbased and involves methionine. The best available model is a dimeric thioether radical cation (R2SSR2)+ in which two proximate methionyl side chains share the charge created by the loss of one electron.
EXPERIMENTAL
Baker's yeast cytochrome c peroxidase was prepared as described (15) . Samples of ES were prepared from the enzyme in its ferric state (~1.5 mM) in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 6.0) by addition of H202 in slight stoichiometric excess. They were then rapidly frozen and stored at 77 K.
ENDOR experiments were performed below the X point of liquid helium by immersing the microwave cavity in a bath of superfluid helium. The ENDOR spectrometer, which uses 100-KHz detection, is described elsewhere (16) . Typical conditions were microwave power of ;6 mW, field-modulation amplitude of [3] [4] Fig. 1 presents the standard absorption mode-derivative EPR signal of ES and the dispersion-mode derivative signal under high microwave power, both taken at 2 K. The signal, which is stoichiometric with the heme (8, 9) , is characteristic of a S = 1/2 species with axial g-tensor, gil = g, = 2.05, g = = gy = 2.01.
On computer simulation of the 2 K signal using these g values, a component Gaussian line, and a linewidth tensor of W 1 1 = 35 G and W 1 = 20 G gives a good fit to the parallel region, but the signal in the perpendicular region has a broader "tail" than predicted. The best overall fit is obtained with a Lorentzian component line with W 1 1 = 28 G and W1 = 15 G (Fig. 1), suggesting that the resonance is homogenously broadened by spin-relaxation-for example, by exchange interactions with the heme. However, ENDOR is observed under saturating conditions (see below), indicating inhomogeneous broadening (13, 18) . Thus, the shape of the spectrum more likely results from unresolved hyperfine splitting (hfs) or the distribution in g 1 I values and hfs values which is suggested below, or both. Inhomogeneous broadening requires the individual component linewidth to be much less than the simulation widths. This, in turn, suggests that dipolar broadening by the heme is small and that the radical is removed from the heme iron, as suggested earlier (9) .
The absorption mode signal at 1.4 K has been reported to be somewhat variable in shape, depending on the oxidant (9). We have examined only the H202-oxidized protein and find the 2 K spectrum to be independent of the buffer anion. Although the 77 K signal is not isotropic, as originally reported (8) The EPR spectrum cannot be saturated at 77 K with the available X-band microwave power (;200 mW). At 2 K, microwave saturation, as indicated by a "knee" in the curve of the signal height vs. microwave field, can be achieved but only at relatively high powers (;15 dB; -6 mW). The spin-lattice relaxation time varies across the spectrum, with the gI region saturating more readily than the gjl, indicating that cross relaxation is slow and justifying the description of the magnetic field variation of the ENDOR spectrum given below.
As originally noted by Yonetani et al. (8), the ES g-shifts (3g1 gi -ge) from the free-electron value (ge) are too small to arise from a species involving the heme iron. The temperatureindependent magnetic moment (77-300 K) (7) and EPR spin quantitation at 1.4 K (9) and at 77 K (8), the observed g values, and the Mossbauer measurements (6), in combination with our observation of inhomogeneous broadening and a signal shape that is only modestly temperature dependent, show that the resonance is not associated with the S = 1/2 state resulting from exchange-coupling between the S = 1 heme iron and a free radical, whether the latter is on the porphyrin or on an amino acid side chain. Thus, the EPR signal of ES arises from an independent S = 1/2 species. Analysis. The characteristics of the ES EPR signal do not support an identification with the aromatic 7r-electron free radical of a tyrosyl, histidyl, or tryptophanyl residue. First, as noted earlier, the g shifts are too large for such a radical (9) .
Phenoxy radicals normally have g shifts much smaller than that of ES, with bgI < 0.01 for all i = x,y,z (19) ; the tyrosyl radical, either neutral or ionized, is not reported to have an unusual anisotropy (20) . Nitrogen heterocycle radicals likewise have the typically small wx-radical g shifts, bgiI < 0.01 (21) . Moreover, one expects AgdI > bg I I I 0 for a planar -r radical, contrary to observation for ES (22) . Finally, through calulations such as those of Schulz et al. (23) one may show that spin-coupling between the S = 1 heme and a radical cannot produce the observed g values. The g values of ES are consistent with those of a peroxy radical (12) . However, studies with various oxidants make it unlikely that a peroxy fragment is retained in ES (24) .
The above conclusions have led us to consider sulfur-based radicals. Most of the sulfur radicals that might occur in a protein have chemical and physical properties inconsistent with those of ES. The ES g shifts are far too small to be associated with the monovalent sulfur of a cysteinyl radical, for which representative g values are 2.2441, 2.0006, and 1.9837 (25) . Furthermore, it has been shown that the EPR signal of ES is formed quantitatively despite p-chloromercuribenzoate blockage of the single cysteine of cytochrome c peroxidase (unpublished). This experiment also rules out a radical of the form RSSR2, such as would arise from the dimerization of a cysteinyl radical and a methionyl residue. In addition, the enzyme has no disulfide linkages (4), excluding a disulfide cation radical. Thioether cation radicals, in the form of a dimer (R2SSR2)+ (26, 27) (29) . Field positions in the "parallel region" (positions a and e in Fig. 1 ) will give single crystal-like spectra that arise from free-radical centers with Ho along gII. Computer calculations using the g and linewidth tensors for ES indicate that the signal at field position f on the spectrum in Fig. 1 also arises in large part from these same centers (Ho IlgII); thus position f will also be denoted as a parallel field. In contrast, positions c, d, and g in the "perpendicular" region of the EPR spectrum give rise to an ENDOR pattern that is essentially a superposition from molecules with Ho lying in the plane normal to g j.
ENDOR signals from ES might in principle be associated with 1H or 14N. In a protein having a particular orientation, Q = (O,O) with respect to Ho, the normal ENDOR pattern for a set of magnetically equivalent protons is a pair of lines with frequencies PH(Q) which are mirrored about the free-proton frequency, vp = gHfn/hHo (13.62 MHz at 3200 G) (13, 14) :
The two values of vH are split by the angle-dependent hyperfine coupling, A H(Q), which is written in terms of the hfs tensor principal axis a values (AH, A2H, A3H) and the g values (13) . For a frozen solution the signal intensity in an ENDOR spectrum typically shows discernible features at frequencies corresponding to the hfs tensor principal axis values [where A H(Q)
AiH (29) ]. Because vp varies in proportion to the microwave frequency, when the magnetic field is set to correspond to a given position on the EPR spectrum (e.g., a in curve A of , the center of a proton ENDOR pair also varies in this fashion. However, the splitting A H is independent of microwave frequency. A single set of equivalent "4N nuclei normally exhibits a four-line ENDOR pattern centered at AN(Q)/2 (13) . In contrast to proton ENDOR signals, the center position of the "4N pattern is independent of microwave frequency.
ENDOR of the Hydrogen Peroxide Compound of Cytochrome c Peroxidase. Observation. ENDOR of ES was observed as a decrease in the EPR signal with the EPR spectrometer tuned to either the absorption or dispersion mode. The dispersion mode was ordinarily used because better signals are obtained and the uninformative "matrix" ENDOR peak center at vp is suppressed (30) . ENDOR spectra were recorded at the fields labeled a to d in Fig. 1 with the EPR absorption mode and fields e to g with dispersion, with the ENDOR signal strength scaling as the EPR signal. Curves A and B of Fig. 2 display ENDOR absorption spectra (2 K) taken over a range of ;2 to 30 MHz in the dispersion mode at a parallel field position (f) and at a perpendicular field position (g). No other signals were observed at any field position up to frequencies of -100 MHz. Better resolution, albeit with lower signal-to-noise ratio, was obtained from the derivative presentation (curves C to E in Fig. 2 ) generated by 5-Hz frequency modulation of the radiofrequency field coupled with phase-sensitive detection. Curve C is a derivative ENDOR signal with Ho at a parallel field (f); curves D and E are at a perpendicular field (g) but at two different microwave frequencies, 9.25 and 8.65 GHz, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2 , with the magnetic field set at any position the ENDOR patterns are essentially symmetrical about vp; the relatively lower signal strengths of low-frequency resonances (for example, ref. 31), can account for the asymmetry in intensities. In addition, the pattern shifts the predicted amount to lower frequency (-0.9 MHz) when the microwave frequency is decreased 9.25 to 8.65 GHz (curves D and E), as observed most clearly in the more intense high-frequency half of the spectrum. Thus, we conclude that the ENDOR signals arise exclusively from protons.
Two distinct groups of proton ENDOR signals may be discerned in Fig. 2 ; one appears to arise from proton sets with similar coupling constants 1 MHz < A < 4 MHz; the other is from sets with 12 MHz < A < 24 MHz. The signals with small couplings are weaker than the others. This probably occurs in part because fewer protons contribute to the former signals and in part for well-understood reasons involving the finite width of the individual spin packets (32) . Finally, the minimal differences between spectrum pairs taken at parallel and perpendicular field positions (Fig. 2 , curves A and B and curves C and D) are important in considering the identity of the radical site, as discussed below.
Our experience with the ENDOR apparatus we use has been that "4N ENDOR is more readily observed than resolved proton ENDOR such as seen in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 but also that the pattern should change sharply between field positions f and g, contrary to observation (compare curves A to B and C to D in Fig. 2 ). Similar arguments hold for the histidyl radical. The magnitudes of the proton couplings also indicate that the ES radical site is not a planar aromatic 7r radical. The ENDOR spectrum of a histidyl radical is known, and both the ring (a) and methylene (/) protons exhibit hfs couplings far too large to correspond with those observed for ES (34) . ENDOR results for tyrosyl show that the a-proton couplings are within the range of values for ES but that the f-couplings would likely be larger (20) .
The hfs tensors for tryptophanyl can also be estimated by using the 7r-spin densities calculated for ring carbon atoms (pitw) and the known proportionality between spin density and proton hfs (14) . By this means we find that only one tryptophanyl ring proton should have an hfs tensor element in the range 12-22 MHz, although the ENDOR spectrum of ES shows that there must be a number of such couplings. The exception is H(2) which has an intermediate element close to these values (-25 MHz) but whose largest element, -35-40 MHz, is larger than any observed. Moreover, considerations of geometry indicate that one d-proton must have a coupling A > 27 MHz, again larger than any observed. The minimal difference between the proton ENDOR spectra at parallel and perpendicular field positions (Fig. 2) provides a general and independent indication that the ES radical site does not involve the a-protons of an aromatic 7r system, because the a-proton hfs tensor is highly anisotropic whereas /3-proton tensors are much less so (14) . Thus, a ir-radical site is not in accord with the g value or with the ENDOR spectra of ES. It was noted above that, although peroxy radicals have g values comparable to those of ES, they are unlikely on chemical grounds. The rich proton ENDOR of ES also would not be expected for such a site. In addition three sulfur-containing radicals were ruled out above on chemical grounds [RS, (RSSR)+, and (R2SSR)].
A dimeric thioether radical cation, (R2SSR2)+, could be formed from two methionines by the loss of an electron. Models for such a dimer are of two kinds. In one the electron is largely localized on one sulfur (27) ; in the other it is equally shared (26) . In both cases the average g value (2.01-2.02) is reported to be similar to, although slightly less than, that of ES (2.022). However, the g and hfs tensors of a dimer would undoubtedly depend on its geometry. The temperature and solvent dependence of the EPR signal of ES gives evidence that the radical is indeed sensitive to low-energy motions. Thus, the discrepancy in g values between ES and the models appears to be acceptably small.
All proton hyperfine couplings for a thioether radical, whether dimeric or monomeric, would be of the /3 type. Solution EPR studies of (R2SSR2)+ radicals (26) and a single crystal study of y-irradiated thiodiglycolic acid (35) both indicate that protons 3 to a spin-density bearing divalent sulfur have virtually isotropic hfs constants given by the relationship A: = B cos2 Op7w [3] in which psr is the r-spin density on sulfur and is the dihedral angle between the z direction (normal to the C-S-C plane) and the C-Hfi bond. (14, 36) . Finally, although many of the favorable features of (R2SSR2)+ would be shared by an (R2SNR3)+, if the electron is distributed roughly equally between N, say from histidine, and S (28), the absence of 14N ENDOR diminishes this possibility. A detailed interpretation of the ES proton ENDOR powder spectra in terms of the precise structure of a methionine-dimer cation radical would be exceedingly difficult to achieve, because one would have to take into account possible variations in B, differences in conformation between the two halves of the dimer, and departures from an idealized conformation as well as the possibility of multiple conformations. The small /-proton anisotropy probably accounts for the modest variation in the ES ENDOR spectrum as Ho is set to different portions of the EPR spectrum (Fig. 2) , but it also could result in each proton or proton set giving rise to one to three pairs of ENDOR features. Nevertheless, the (R2SSR2)+ radical cation with shared electron appears to provide a plausible identification for the radical site of ES.
CONCLUSION
The combined EPR and ENDOR data for ES are inconsistent with previously proposed structures for the free radical site. In particular, the present results do not conform to an aromatic amino acid cation radical, despite the apparent support for such Biochemistry: Hoffman et al. a species by recent x-ray diffraction studies of ferric cytochrome c peroxide which locate a tryptophan in close proximity to the heme (11) .
Instead, we have proposedtt that the radical is sulfur-based and associated with a novel type of redox center in which the charge is shared between several side chains. The best available model is a dimeric cation radical formed from two methionines: (R2SSR2)+. It is of interest, therefore, that the protein now has been shown to have at least one methionine in proximity to the heme, in a position which also offers potential for interaction with the proximal histidine (T. Poulos, personal communication).
